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RESI DENT'S LETTER

Most members will be aware that Federal Council has set up a
biennial .neae i award in recognition of Emeritus Professor J, A. Prescott
as a leader in founding- the scientific study of the soil in Australia.
I am happy to announce that your present Council propose making the
first award m this the lest. year of its term of office.
A biography
of Professor Prescott" ' ;> outstanding contributions to soil science, and
the conditions of tne aware appear in this issue of Soils News.
The time has :;<>.-J cone to elect our Vice-President, and in so
doing choose our President for the 1974/76 period.
I, personally,
have regarded eiectior to this office as a high honour, and I am sure
that there are many members we would wish to honour in this way.
However, we must per trice take into consideration when making our
choice that the venue >t ledeiai Council is associated with the office
of President
I think members w.:_lt agree that, under this system,
ail Branches should have tno experience of managing the Society's
affairs.
Ch ly the xi /erina and New v":.:>uth Wales Branches have not yet
had this opportunity.
ee.ee •-i tie; New South Vales Branch has
For some •• im-o -he
been a matte" et c o r e c m to he hern1 thou-eil.
During the past nine
months, it hee had no elected office-bearers.
I, and others, have
made oersonaJ. appeals to e.;,ee end every member in New South Wales to
reprieve the si.lu.at .. ;-u .
.. a;i happy to report that, these efforts
appear tc be bringing success.
liov/ever , success will only be achieved
if all members give their support to these attempting to revitalise the
Branch.
Members can ueJ.e imrmeJ is t ely by making certain that they are
financial (most are :s. r ) .
Tb v honorary federal Secretary will accept
the federal <. ompone s t '?.': . uO; of N.S.W. subscriptions until the Branch
is functioning const rt .Cious 1J y o.uce again.
I 'r,~>6. hoped *e isnounce at thi.-.-. time that an Australian Soil
Science Conference world be he bd early in 1973.
Unfortunately, the
Standing Comrr.ittee on Age ceu 11 ure has deferred making a decision until
its meeting next August...
This means, in effect, that a Conference,
even if approved then, would not be practicable before August, 1973.
LiKe the Governor of north Carolina said to the Governor of South
Carolina, "Its a long time between drinks".
This is my last. Ie1 ter ,
From July next your Council will be
located m Ch.nberra and, at this somewhat early stage, I take the
opportunity of wishing our in-coming Piesident and Council members
and their proxies good luck in their management of the Society.
I
have no doulh that this will be well done.

J.K.M. Skene
President
Melbourne
March, 1972 .
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EMERITUS PROFESSOR J,A, PRESCOTT
(by J.P. Quirk)
On the occasion, last October, of the eighty first birthday of
Emeritus Professor James Arthur Prescott the Council of the Australian
Society of Soil Science decided to establish a J.A. Prescott Medal to
honour his many achievements in Soil Science, Agro-climatology, and
his extensive contribution to Australian agriculture as a scientist
and administrator.
Professor Prescott joined the staxf of the newly-formed Waite
Agricultural Research Institute as first Waite Professor of Agricultural Chemistry in 1924.
He came to the University of Adelaide from
Egypt where he had been the Chief Chemist of the Sultanic Agricultural
Society and Supervisor of field experiements at the Bahtim Experimental
Station.
When he arrived, Professor Prescott. held the degree of
Master of Science (Manchester), and in 1932, he was awarded the degree
of Doctor of Science by the University of Adelaide.
Early in 1933,
when the late Dr. A.E.V. Richardson resigned from the Directorship
of the Waite Agricultural Research Institute, Piofessor Prescott was
appointed to this position, and he directed the Institute through the
difficult war and post-war years.
The study of soils has always been a major part of Professor
Prescott's work, and in 1927 he was asked by the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research to direct the early soil survey work in t- Murray Valley.
The increase in the importance of the soil survey
work was recognised when in 192 9 C.S.I.R. created the Division of
Soils.
Professor Prescott accepted the appointment as Chief of the
Division, and held the position jointly with his University posts
until 1947.
As Chairman of the Technical Committees of the Commonwealth Research Station, Merbein, and the Irrigation Research Station,
Griffith, and as a member of the State Committee, he actively contributed, for many years, to other facets of the work of the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research.
In 1934, the University of Adelaide appointed an officer to
investigate the spoilage of wine during shipment to England, and from
1935 to 1938 Professor Prescott was a member of the committee
established by the University to exercise general direction cf the
work.
C.S.I.R. in 1938 set up a committee on Oenological Research to
continue the supervision and he was appointed chairman.
In 1954 the
Commonwealth Government established the Australian Wine Research
Institute, and Professor Prescott was a member of the council and
scientific adviser to this Institute, from its inception to his
eightieth birthday.
In recognition of Professor Prescott's especially distinguished
contributions as a scientist, he was, in 1951, elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society, London, and he is a foundation member of the Australian
Academy of Science.
In 1956, the University of Melbourne conferred
the degree of Doctor of Agricultural Science - Honoris Causa, on him.
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Many learned sc-leties have benefited from Professor Prescott's
interest in their work; he has been President of the Royal Society of
South Australia (1932-33), President of the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute (1937-38), and President of the Australian Institute of
Agricultural Science (1940-41).
The many awards he has received from
these and other bodies include the H.C. Smith Memorial medal (1931),
the Sir Joseph Vercc medal (1938), the Farrer medal (1948), the gold
medal of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (1949), the
medal of the Australian Institute of Agricultural Science (1950), and
the Mueller medal (1954),
Professor Prescott is a Life Member of the
Australian Society of Soil Science, and in 1964, he was elected an
Honorary Member of the International Society of Soil Science.
In 1947 he was honoured by His Majesty, the late King George VI,
who appointed him a Commander of the Order of the British Empire.
Professor Prescott travelled overseas on a number of occasions.
In 1934 and in 1952 he visited Europe and, during the 1934 visit, he
spent some time in Russia.
In 1947 he was a member of the Scientific
Delegation representing Australia at a Conference in Patna, India, and
in 1951 he led an agricultural mission from Australia to Pakistan.
For a considerable period dating back to 1938, he was a member
of the Advisory Board of Agriculture in South Australia and his keen
interest in agriculture and particularly in the Agricultural Bureaux,
was recognised in 1955 by his election as a Life Member of the
Agricultural Bureau of South Australia.
He was a member of
Roseworthy Agricultural College Council, a member of the Joint
Committee for the Workers Educational Association Tutorial Classes,
and also of the State Documentary Films Committee and Chairman of
Scotch College Council.
Despite Professor Prescott's wide ranging and impressive record
as a C.S.I.R. and University Administrator, he was first and foremost
a scholar.
His scholarship is revealed in his many publications
concerned with soils, climatology and principles of crop production.
The most outstanding of these publications and the cornerstone of
Australian soil science, is C.S.I.R. Bulletin No. 52. - "The Soils of
Australia in Relation to Vegetation and Climate" - published in 1931.
This work is outstanding, not only for the initiative and imagination
it brought to the important task of establishing a soil map of
Australia, but it also foreshadowed the dimensions of his subsequent
extremely significant contributions in climatology in relation to
agricultural production.
Most importantly, Bulletin 52 indicated
Professor Prescott's foresight when he wrote in the introduction "The need for developing such a system of classification
on more scientific lines has become more urgent as
settlement becomes more difficult and as the marginal
lands are brought into cultivation.
An attempt has,
therefore, been made to systematize such knowledge as
is already available in the records of Australian
exploration and survey, and to correlate this information with such systems of soil classification and
description as are receiving scientific recognition
at the present time".
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This foresight, and grasp of the Australian scene is again
evident when lie wrote ;.n the early 1940 's "The assessment ot tr^e natural resources of Australia
is a prerequisite ci any Inteli igent planning of the
use of these 'e rr-irvps..
The- use of the land, of
Australia depends primarily on the two factors: soil
and climate - these between, friem determine the native
vegetation, welch is the basis of pastoral occupation
or forest management and the choice of crop, trees or
pastures which, nay 'be grcwr.,
The period of exploitation of the best soils m the best rainfall regions
is rapidly dr&w.d'ig to a close, and increasing use must
be made in the future of soils which are deficient in
one or more respects, providing the rainfall is adequate and these defxcienci.es can be overcome.
Where
water conservation is possible and irrigation practicable, the water must be used on appropriate soils
where there is a reasonable; chance of irrigation
husbandry being maintained on a permanent basis".
.....

"A G o b Map of Australia", C.S.I.R,
Wo, 1 ; ~i , 1944 ,
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Professor Presrott. also influenced much of the early trace
element research, and in this respect his Technical Communication with
Professor R.L. Pendleton to the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau of
Soil Science on 'Laterite
ana Lateritic So: ;" is worthy of special
mention because of the widespread occurrence of laterite and laterit.ic
soils in the strongly weathered Australian, landscapes.
Bulletin 52, in its treatment of "The Leaching Factor" was the
forerunner of Professor Prescott's interest in climatology in relation
to Agricultural production.
His studies on evaporation and precipitation-evaporation ratios, the climatology of pines, guayule, his papers
on the climatology of the vine, and his homociine relationships, has
implications, not only for the production of a particular- crop, but
also have contributed significantly to plant introduction strategy and
the extension of the boundaries of Australian agriculture.
The effect of cl.irt.ate on insect populations and behaviour
carried out by the late Professor Davidson at the Waite Institute, was
undoubtedly influenced by Professor Prescott's own interest.
This

area of work has become; one in which Australian entomologists have
been in the forefront.
It should also be recorded that Australia's
high international standing in the field of soil water studies, water
economy of crops and related research, owes a great deal to the initial
impetus and leadership given to these endeavours by Professor Prescott.
Professor Prescott, although a reserved man, spoke with great
clarity and authority on a variety of subjects, and notably established
rapport with primary producers.
Part of his early schooling was in
France and he spoke French fluently, and this, together with his longstanding interest in the work of the Russian School of soil scientists,
and experience in the Middle East, meant that he brought to his
efforts in Australia a remarkable understanding of the scientific and
agricultural activities in many parts of the work, especially at a
time in the pre World War 11 years when Australia was very isolated.
Professor Prescott's friends and former colleagues will have
noted with considerable pleasure that recently his son, John, was
appointed to a Chair of Physics in the University of Adelaide.
In view of Professor Prescott's monumental contribution to soil
science and agriculture generally in Australia, the Australian Society
of Soil Science honours itself in establishing the J.A. Prescott
Medal, and also shows due regard fornistorical perspectives in science
which Professor Prescott himself valued so deeply throughout his
career .
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ITEMS

1CJ71 ESSAY COMPETITION
The inaugural award by the Society of a studend prize of $100
was made in 1971, based on an Australia-wide essay competition on the
topic "Is soil research too oriented towards maximum production or
utilisation to the neglect of consequences in the total environment".
The winning essay was submitted by Miss A.E. Walsh of the University
of Queensland,
unly three entries were considered by the judges and while they
were of reasonable quality, the overall response co the competition
was disappointing.
It: is difficult to decide whether this can be
attributed to lack of publicity in the first year of competition or
simply that essays are not popular with students if they represent a
considerable effort outside the mainstream of their course activities.
Limited interest seems to be the experience with a number of similar
University Prizes unless prestige is attached to the award.
The particular topic was a very broad one as the competition
was open to students in all tertiary institutions.
This may have
been a misjudgement and a better result might have follov.-ed a specific
topic directed towards students of Soil Science in University departments.
While this was not the preliminary intention, consideration
may have to be given by Council to the conditions if the st.ident prize
is to be maintained as a biennial award.
A precis of the winning entry is in preparat ion and will be
published in a future issue of Soils News.

REFERENCE SOIL SITES
It is pleasing to 'be ctbie to report that enthusiastic Branch
Standing Committees for Reference Soil Sites have been appointed by
all but the S.A. and N.S.W. Branches of the Society.
It is surprising
that the S.A. Branch has elected not to appoint a committee, in view
of the fact that South Australia has virtually been the home of soil
classification in Australia.
It is hoped that the branch will "see
the light" and set up a Branch Standing Committee within the next few
months.
The failure of the N.S.W. Branch to set up a committee is
perhaps understandable, because of the current state of inactivity of
the Branch.
In these circumstances, it is fortunate that the A.C.T.
and Riverina Branches will be able to provide coverage of considerable
areas of the State.
The names and addresses of the members of the Branch Standing
Committees already appointed are set out below.
It is hoped that thitwill encourage members to supply the Branch Standing Committees with
information concerning possible reference sites.
It cannot ba too
strongly emphasized that the ultimate success of the Reference Soil
Sites project will "be largely dependent upon the efforts of individual
members of the Society in providing Branch Standing Committees with
this type of information.
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A -C.T . Branch:
Mr. R, H. Cunn, Mr. H. Nix, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land
Research, P.O. Box 166b, Canberra City, A.C.T., 2601.
Dr. P.H. Walker, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils, P.O. Box 639,
Canberra City, A.C.T., 2601.
Queensland Branch:
Mr. C.tl. Thompson (Convener), C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils,
Cunningham Laboratory, Mill Road, St. Lucia, Queensland, 4067.
Mr. N.M. Dawson, Department of Primary Industry, William Street,
Brisbane, Queensland, 4000.
Dr. P.J. Skerman, Agriculture Department, University of
Queensland, St. Lucia, Queensland, 4067.
R ive r m a

Branch :

Mr. M.J. Stannard, Mr. S. Pels, c/- Water Conservation and
Irrigation Commission, Leeton, N.S.W., 2705.
Mr. A.H. Gunn, C.s.l.R.o. Irrigation Research Station, Griffith,
N.S.W., 2 680.
Mr. J. Warren, c/~ Agricultural Research Institute, Wagga Wagga,
N, S . W . , 2 5 50.
Victorian Branch:
Dr. D.A. Douglas, School oi: Agriculture, University of
Melbourne, Parkviile, Victoria, 3052,
Mr. J.W. Newell, Mr. I.J. Sargeant, Division of Agricultural
Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, 5 Parliament Place, Melbourne,
Victoria, 3002.
Mr. R.K. Rowe, Soil. Conservation Authority, State Public Offices,
Wangaratta, Victoria, 3677.
Western Australian Branch:
Mr. E. Bettenay, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils, Private Bag,
P.O. Wembley, W.A., 6014.
Mr. T.C. Stoneham, Department of Agriculture, Jarrah Road,
South Perth, W.A., 6151.
The Federal Standing Committee has noted with satisfaction the
favourable Branch comments on its initial report.
However, the
Committee is well aware of the urgent need for providing the Branches
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with a sutiable form for submitting to Federal Council details concerning proposed Reference Soil Sites.
Every e ffort will be made to
produce such a form within the next
three mouths.
It is hoped
that by this time most of the Branch Standing Committees will have
made sufficient prog;ess to enable them to make the necessary submissions for a number of sites.
J,A. PRESCOTT MEDAL CF 301!. SCIENCE 1972 AWARD
Nominations for the above award should reach the Honorary
Secret.ary, Australian Society of Soil Science, c/- Agricultural
Chemistry Laboratory, 5 Parliament Place, Melbourne, 3002, on or before
30th April, 1972,
All nominations must be prepared by a nominator and seconder
and be supported by the signatures of three additional financial
members.
Nominations must be in triplicate anl shall ioe submitted to the
Honorary Secretary in a sealed envelope which will be opened by the
chairman of the awarding committee.
All nominations shall be con1fidential to the awarding committee and its decision shall be final.
Unsuccessful nominations shall be retained, and considered, if
applicable, as nominations; for the two awards ....^mediately following.
Nominations will be hedged by the awarding committee on the
basis of the member's ';Landing in either the research, administrative
or teaching fields or soil science.
His work should have had a
significant effect in one or other of these fields, and would be
expected to have had more chat usual influence on his colleagues.
Volume of pub1ication n itself and service to the Society are not
likely to be influential aspects of the award.
The by-law governing the award will appear in the next annual
report
MEMBERSHIP CHANGES
The following
. K. McCord
A,
J,.S. McFarlane
,
Joyce
E .B.
W,.M. Strong
,
Murray
E .F.N.
P..G. Saffigna
The

approved for .-idmission to membership:-

i S . A .. )
(Qld.)
(Vic.)
(Qld..)
(Old.. !
(Qld.)

following

W.A.H. Molesworth
R.J. M i l l i n g t o n
R.C. Shearer

hear,

transfers were

(Vic to R i v e r i n a )
(O'seas to A C T )
(ACT to SA)

H.H. Rlakeney
N . S . Badawy
K . I . Peverill
V.T. Tadros
B. 'a B. Marsh
G.W. Spencer

(Riverina
(Vic.)
(Vic.)
(Qld.)
(W.A.)
(W.A.)

approved:B.N. G a r d i n e r
H„D, Orchiston
R. W a g n e r

(NSW to R i v e r i n a )
(NSW to R i v e r i n a )
(NSW to R i v e r i n a )

A. Pinkerton
R.J. Atkinson

(Qid. to ACT)
(WA to O'seas)

R.A. Railings

(Qid. to SA)

The following resignations were accepted witn regret.:~
J.H.
W.J.
V.O.
J.D.
L.F.

Steward
Cartmili
Grasmanis
Donnelly
Myers

(S.A.)
(Qid,, Foundation
(Vie.!
(A.C.T.)
(A.C.T.)

Merrijvr)

The memberships of the followinq have been terminated:(i)

Under By-law 3:

A.J. Clarke
J. Crosby

(Vic.)
(Riverina":

(ii) Under By-law
E.H. Kahn
F.M. Chandry
P.C. Weerts
R.E. Smart
P.J.M. Greensiade

4:
(N.S.W.)
(W.A.)
(Riverina)
(Riverina)
(S.A.)

J.W. Gartreli
(Vv.A.)
,J. C. Kinniburgh (Riverina.i
A. Stack!in
(Riverina)
W.B. Patterson
(Riverina)
T..V. Robinson
(Qid.)
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FEDERAL COUNCIL NOTES
Since the last issue of Soils News meetings of Federal Council
have been held on 17 September and 10 December, 1971 and 4 February,
1972.
J.A. PRESCOTT MEDAL OF SOIL SCIENCE
The conditions -governing this award have been determined by
Council and it is expected that the first award will be made this
year.
Details appear elsewhere in Soils News.
EDITORIAL POLICY COMMITTEE
Branch opinion was that there was no need for this committee at
present,, consequently Council resolved not to set up the committee.
STANDING COMMITTEE ON REFERENCE SOIL SITES
All Branches except N.S.W. and S.A. have set up active committees
on reference soil sites.
The S.A. Branch has given the matter much
thought and, while it supports the project in principle, it is worried
about the practicability of implementing some aspects of the project.
Its prepared statement has been passed to the Federal Standing
Committee for consideration and reply to the S A . Branch.
STUDENT PRIZE
Three entries were received.
The Prize was won by Miss A.E.
Walsh of the University of Queensland.
A precis of the essay is in
preparation and will be published in a future issue of Soils News.
Meanwhile, copies of the winning entry have beer.- sent to all Branches.
APPOINTMENTS REGISTRAR
Dr. A.W„ Fordham, Acting Appointments Registrar forwarded a
report to Council.
He stated that in the twelve months from September,
1970, there had been only three requests for information about employment opportunities.
A record of all positions relating to soil
science advertised in the press had been kept, and these had been
classified into categories according to the specific nature of the
work.
Council has deterred consideration of the report pending
receipt of further information about the basis of the classification.
AUSTRALIAN SOIL SCIENCE CONFERENCE
There has been general disappointment that the 1972 Conference
has been deferred.
The S.A. Branch suggested that the Society might
organize its own conference,
Council decided not to deal with this
pending the outcome oi the Standing Committee on Agriculture; ' s consideration of the 1973 programme of technical conferences at its
meeting in February 1972.
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BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING
This will be held at 4.30 p.m. on Friday, 16 June, 1972 at
Clunies Ross House, 191 Royal Parade, Parkville.
The Presidential
Address will be entitled "Contributions of Soil Science to Soil
Management in Victoria".
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NEWS FROM THE BRANDIES
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRI TDK/
branrh notes
Three general meetings have been held.
At the; first meeting held in September, Dr. A.E. Martin, Acting
d u e t of the CSIRO division of Soils, spoke on "Future Research on
salinity and water use in Australia".
The speaker at the second meeting, held in November, was Dr.
U,D. Colwell, who has recently returned to Canberra from F.A.O., Rome,
where he was concerned with a project described in his talk: "An
international soil fertility project".
Dr. R.J. Mil 1 in-5tnr,, who recently returned from the USA to take
up a position at the Division of hand Research in Canberra, spoke in
February on, "Gaseous ammonia uptake by plants".
QUfctNSlAND
Hi cjiich notes
Since the last issac of Soils News the Branch has been
addressed by Dr. .T.S. Russell on "Systems Analysis of Soil Ecosystems
using a Computer", by Mr, R.E. Prebble on "Soil Moisture Measurement
using a Nuclear Magnet.i u Resonance Technique" arid "Root Penetration
of Smeared Soil Stir faces", and by Dr. C.J. Asher on "Some Impressions
oi the Agriculture and Soils of Tliailand".
Dr. Russell's talk was
effectively summarized in art invited contribution in the last issue of
Soils News.
Persoual notes
Lr, O.u, Asher ,..nd Dr. S.A. Waring are now back at the
University of Queensland after a year's absence.
Dr.. Asher spent a
year as SEATO Professor in the Soils Department of Kasetsart University
in Tliailand, while Dr. Waring studied the effect of phenylphosphonic
acid on growth and nitu ogen uptake by wheat during his stay at the
Chemistry Department, Pothamsted.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Branch notes
In October, members of the S.A. Branch went on their annual
field outing during which visits were made to a number of field
experiments, to a sewage treatment works and to a vineyard where
problems have arisen from using the treated water.
At an afternoon
meeting, various aspects of soil and fertilizer nitrogen were discussed.
•Contributions were made by Dr. R.C. stefanson on "Dynamics of soil
nitrogen", by Mr. D.E. Elliot on "Pasture responses to nitrogen
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fertilizer" and by Mr. J.R. Harris on "Nitrogen in calcareous soils".
The meeting concluded with wine and cheese tasting, which was very
much appreciated by members.
VICTORIA
Branch notes
A General Meeting was held in October, in conjunction with a
Field Excursion to Bookie.
A brief inspection and discussion took place at Mr. R. Sand's
property in Caniambo, about soils and soil conservation practices in
the district.
This was followed at Dookie, by an inspection and
discussion of National Soil Fertility Project cereal fertilizer trials
conducted by Mr. I. Smith, Department of Agriculture.
Mr. K. Dowsley
discussed current studies on soil nitrogen in crop rotation in northeastern Victoria.
After a picnic lunch at Dookie College football ground, Mr. A.B.
Shingler discussed soils and geophysical features in the Dookie College
area and Mr. G. Brooke discussed early soil conservation work and
water harvesting at the College.
Personal notes
Dr. R.G. Dowries, Chairman, Soil Conserve
.1 Authority, will be
away from Australia, from April 6 to July 10
72.
He will go to
Europe on personal business and recreation ] .a.
However, whilst in
Europe, Dr. Dowries will have discussions with the Department of the
Environment in the U.K. and equivalent organizations in some other
European countries.
Mr. A.L. Tisdali, Chairman of the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, Victoria, visited Ethiopia, last August, to attend an
operational review meeting of the Awash Valley Project on which the
Commission is engaged as the subcontractor to F.A.O.
The current
estimate of irrigable land in the Valley is 175,000 hectares, of which
50,000 hectares is already under irrigation, mainly cotton and maize.
The Commission is assisting the Awash Valley Authority on planning the
development of the remainder of the irrigable area.
Dr. N.C. Uren, Lecturer in Soil Science, School of Agriculture,
La Trobe University, left in December for 6 months' study leave in
England.
He will spend most of that time at the A.R.C. Laboratories
in Letcombe Regis, Wantage, Berks., where he is working with David
Barber on the application of radio-isotope techniques to a continuation
of his studies of the manganese chemistry of soils.
Mr. F.R. Gibbons, Principal Research Officer of the Soil
Conservation Authority, has recently returned from 6 months' study
leave at the Metherlands Soil Survey Institute, Wageningen.
The
title of his project thesis was "A Comparative Study of Approaches
Used in the Netherlands and in Victoria for Land Appraisal", and he
concentrated on the way in which the soil features (or land features)
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were .interpreted for various forms of .1 and use - that is, the mechanism
of going from features to performances.
He V A ? given the opportunity
of examining such methods of character J.sing, clatt* .y mg,- mapping and
interpreting soils in one of t,be most populated and urbanized of all
countries,, and in hie report also put forward the viewpoint that conservation aspects are an. integral part of: land appraisal, and not just
something to he cons id"'red at a later r/tage.
WESTERN AUSTRAL)A
Branch notes?
In la to bovemte,: Mr, George Bu.rvili gave a talk on his experiences ana work and F.G.;.1 research throughout his career,.
His address,
entitled "Highlights of So Li Sv. iance for Western Australia Over the
the last 4 5 years", oa;-, both, stimulating and entertaining.
The
Society paid cributf; t>-- Mr , Cuiviii by having an evening lecture and
dinner in honour of hi..- contribution to Western Australian agriculture,
and soil science rr> p.-rtic...ilar..
Abouu 50 members and wives attended.
.Mr. Burviii resigned from the post of Assistant Director in the
State Department, of Ayr i.culture after an active career in soil and
soil plant: relationships.
There wss an. tox.ellerf: attendance at our other meeting in the
quarter, to hear Ibr. Arnold Martin, Acting' Chief: of the Division of
Soils, C , f . I, f. Ob , talh- on nitrogen use in pa. s fui'esThirty™three
members and visitors w- re present. ::o hear the latest, work on nitrogen
losses and ga:.ns to the soul, plant system,
bitroqen 'balance studies
rn Queensland, and the development of gas lysmeter equipment were
features of the addiess,
Personal notes
Dr - Jack Loneragan has just re.ce.ntly returned. r.o the Department
of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition at. the University of Western
Australia, from England, where he spent 12 months at. Oxford University,
Department, of Agriculture.
He was associated, with Dr. Loughman of
that Department, .in research on phosphorus absorption and metabolism
in plants.
Max Churchward . eturned t.o C , Ch. i .,R , G. in October, after seven
months overseas visiting research institutes concerned with soil and
land use relations in Canada, b.S.f. Britain, Israel, Uganda and
South Africa,
Dr. Jack Keay and Murray Chapman of
developed P'ayrain Laboratories, have joined
Laeffer in private enterprise as the Trace
chemical analyses service for industry and

ex C.S.I.R.O. and who
Dr, Jim Chute and Bruce
Element Laboratories, a
agriculture.

DEFINITIONS FROM THE TERMINOLOGY COMMITTEE
Many ol the definitions presented here are extracts from longer
statements submitted by the work groups.
The full texts, containing
supporting material, and a-1.so, in some cases, references to sources,
may be obtained from the Committee by anyone who wishes to offer a
criticism.
All comments, etc. should be forwarded to:
Dr . G. >'".. Heckna::.! ,
Corv/ener ,
Standing Commitiee on Terminology of Soils Science,
p.

c; S . S .

C/- Cunningham Laboratory,,
Mill Road,
St. Lucia, Queensland. 4067.

TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH AVAILABILITY OF NUTRIENTS
Availability
A general expression which refers to the ease with which plants
can absorb a particular nutrient from the soil.
Different fractions
within the total nutrient pool, will have different availabilities,
depending on such factors as solubility, and the rates of dissolution
and diffusion to the r^ot.
Recent attempts to describe availability
more completely by reference to thermodynamic concepts envisage the
need for consideration of two factors, intensity and quantity, in
addition to the rate, factor already mentioned.
(See also available
nut rlent) .
A /ai 1 al; 1 e nutrient
The amount of nutrient in the soil that can be absorbed by a
specified plant (synonymous with the "labile p o o l " ) .
It may be
incapable of measurement in sensible time.
The term should not be
used to refer to some chemically extractable quantity, which should
rather be re-erred to as ''the amount extracted by a specified solution
(e.g, NaliCO'g-soluble T, nor. available P) .
Available nutrient has the
dimensions c" cor.eer.tr a f ion .

Ir thermodynamics, the intensity factor for energy must decrease
in any spontaneous chr-nge.
The intensity factor for chemical energy
is the Gibbs partial molai free energy, which in uncharged systems is
the chemical potential.
However, for components such as ions, which
carry an electric charge, the electrochemical potential (equal to the
chemical potential pl^s a tern which depends on the electric potential)
is a more complete description of free energy.
In Soil Science, it
has teen postulated that, the chemical potential of a nutrient is
relevant to the immediate ability of the plant root to absorb that
nutrient (analagous to the free energy concept for soil water)
(Schofield, 1955) . However, there are problems in the strict thermo-
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dynamic sense in the measurement of either the chemical potential or
the electrochemical potential of an individual soil nutrient; consequently, the definition of the intensity factor in Soil Science has
been less restrictive than that used in thermodynamics, so as to
permit the use of expressions related to potential, rather than the
potential itself, as measurements of the intensity factor.
Thus %>Ca + PK2PO4, defined as the phosphate potential (e.g.
White and Beckett, 1964), has been used as a measure of the chemical
potential of soil phosphate.
Similarly, the ease of exchange between
K and Ca has been used as a measure of the intensity of soil K
(literature reviewed by Beckett, 1971), and has been variously
expressed as the change in Gibbs free energy (iGj<,(2a), as the activity
None of these has any fundaratio (AR = apc/a^ Ca + Mg) , or as pAR.
mental advantage over the other.
Chemical potential has the dimensions of J mol
(SI units),
whilst the dimensions of other expressions for intensity depend on the
particular relation used.
The equilibrium intensity is the intensity of the particular
nutrient in a solution which remains unchanged when equilibrated with
the soil.
Potential

:

see Intensity

Quantity
In thermodynamics, the quantity factor is the extensive property
of chemical energy, the amount of substnace present.
The analogous
factor in Soil Science is the amount of nutrient that must be removed
to reduce the intensity to zero.
In practice this is indeterminate
because the relation between quantity and intensity becomes more
curvilinear at low values of intensity.
However the difference between the quantities associated with two appropriately chosen intensities
can be determined, and is of greater practical significance.
Quantity
has the dimensions of concentration (e.g. rr-equiv. hg"" 1 ).
Capacity
In the terminology of Physics, capacity is synonymous with
quantity.
In Soil Science, capacity has been used to mean either
the quantity term, or the instantaneous slope of the quantity/intensity
curves.
Because of -his confusion, and since other words can be used
to describe -he two properties, it is recommended that, in Soil Science
the use of trie word capacity be restricted to the description of
buffering properties.
(See buffer capacity).
Buffer capacity
In general chemistry, buffer capacity refers to the ability to
resist change, one example of its use being in pH-titration curves.
The term has similar applications in Soil Science, to refer to the
slope of any curve relating quantity and. intensity.

H o w e v e r , b e c a u s e the slope c o m m o n l y v a r i e s w i t h i n t e n s i t y , the
use of several m o r e specific e x p r e s s i o n s is r e c o m m e n d e d (see a l s o
A d d i s c o t t and T i l i b u d e e n ; 1 9 6 9 ) :
T h e i n s t a n t a n e o u s b u f f e r c a p a c i t y is
the slope of the c u r v e at a stated intensifythe e q u i l i b r i u m b u f f e r
c a p a c i t y is the slope of the c u r v e at the e q u i l i b r i u m intensity*
the
l i n e a r b u f f e r c a p a c i t y (termed the p o t e n t i a l b u f f e r i n g c a p a c i t y b y some
w o r k e r s ) is the slope of that p a r t of -fie cur-'e lor w h i c h xhe b u f f e r
c a p a c i t y is constant over a s i g n i f i c a n t r a n g e of i n t e n s i t i e s . It is of
limited use b e c a u s e selecttovi of the r e l e v a n t p a r t of the c u r v e is
subjective.
T h e d i m e n s i o n s of b u f f e r o a p a c i c y are those of c o n c e n t r a t i o n over the d i m e n s i o n s of the e x p r e s s i o n c h o s e n for intensity,.
Rate

factor

Involves the rate at. which, n u t r i e n t s move x n f o the soil s o l u t i o n ,
and the r a t e at w h i c h they m o v e to 'he r o o t , either- b y d i f f u s i o n or b y
m a s s flow.
Iminob i 1 i za t i on
A d e c r e a s e in the a v a i l a b i l i t y of an e l e m e n t to p l a n t s , or a
d e c r e a s e in s o l u b i l i t y , cue e i t h e r to i n c o r p o r a t i o n into o r g a n i c forms,
or to c o n v e r s i o n to less a v a i l a b l e inorganic c o m b i n a t i o n , b u t w i t h o u t
b u l b t r a n s p o r t (e.g. e x c l u d e s leaching, d e - n i t r i f i c a t i o n ) , (See fixation)
(In uhe p a s t , i m m o b i l i z a t i o n has often heien
r e s t r i c t e d to loss of
a v a i l a b i l i t y due to c o n v e r s i o n from inorganic to organic forms, w h i l e
o « of avaiiabiiifv due to conversion to less available inorganic
combination has been termed fixation (a general expression) or reversion
(applied specifically to calcium phosphates).
rixafion is also used
in quite a different -sense in referring t:o incorporation of elemental
N or C into biologically utilizable combination.
The above definition
for immobilization provides a simpler, but still adequate, terminology,
while avoiding the confusion inherent in using fixation in two contrasting senses).
n '•=;

Fixation
The conversion of elemental nitrogen or carbon to organic
combinations, or to forms readily utilizable in biological processes.
(See immobilization).
Reversion

:

see immobilization.

Fixed nutrient
No longer an acceptable term for elements other than N and C,
since fixation is reserved for reactions involving N and C„ Possible
alternatives are: immobilized nutrient, sorbed nutrient, precipitated
nutrient.
Release
An increase in the availability of an element to plants, involving either inorganic transformations or conversions iron the organic to
the inorganic state as a result, of microbial decomposition.

ID

(The latter process has commonly been termed mineralization;
this remains an acceptable term for use when the mechanism is known to
involve organic-inorganic transformation.
However it should be recognized that the term mineralization may have different meanings in
other discipline- (e.g. in mining technology).)
Mineralization

:

see release.

Exchangeable ions
In general chemistry, ion exchange is essentially a diffusion
process involving at least a two phase system, in which ions exchange
between the phases stoichiometrically and, usually, reversibly, either
with other ions, or (often for steric reasons) only with like ions.
The same connotation applies in Soil Science, so that exchangeable ions
are those ions associated with the solid phase of the soil in such a
way that they are readily exchanged with ions of the liquid phase. The
extent of reversibility depends on the relative affinities of the ions
for the exchange sites.
Where ions exchange with their own isotopes,
they should be referred to as isotopically exchangeable ions.
References
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SALINITY AND SODIUM IN SOILS
Saline soil
A soil containing soluble salts such that the electrical conductivity of the saturation extract is greater than 4 mmho/cm at 2 5 C.
An approximate equivalent are those soils containing in the
surface more than 0.1% Na CI (loams and coarser) or 0.2% (clay loams
and clays) and, in the subsoil, more than 0.3% NaCl.
Soil salinity
A property expressed by the total amount of water soluble salts
in the soil.
Alkaline soil
A soil which in water suspension has a pH higher than 7.0.
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Soil Alkalinity
A property expressed by che pH vdlue- when this exceeds 7.0 in
soil/water suspension.
It _s common to se term-; su-.h cic ;i.ouS,ai (pH 7.0) slightly
alkaline (pH 7,1-7.8) m. detately alkaline, (pH 7,8-8.4) etc. (similarly
for acid soils;.
Scxiic soil
A soil in which exchangeable sodium exjjicsbed as a percentage
of the cation exchange capacity (ESb) is 6 or more.
Soil sodicity
A property expressed by the amount of exchangeable sodium present relative to the cation exchange capacity of the soil.
Total aolucie salts
The amount of water soluole tails extractable, from a soil under
specified conditions.
The amount is commonly expressed as a weight
percentage of the dry soil, and is commonly derived from the electrical
conductivity of the soil suspension or extract.

SOIL PHYSICS
Soil aggregate
A fragment of soil o> s ;f ;':.; u i on t hvu: to exhibit tic- particular bulk
property of the soil arcei .: u . es t i ga'. i-.-:-..
Dorma in
A microscopic region >i oitry materia; i.\, wlich t no individual ciay
particles, which may oi may not be unit- layer crystals, are virtually
parallel.
Sometimes a dormain comprises sub microscopic regions in
which the arrangement of particles is of crystalline regularity;
such
regions have been desci ibed as, inter, alia, packets, tacloids, and quasicrystals.
Mositirre character ist i<The relations".ip between i ne amount, oi water, on a volume or weight
basis, retained by a soil and the energy of the soil water, the latter
being expressed as e.tgs/gm, joules/kg, cm, or pF.
(N.B.
This is equivalent to the moisture curve or the moisture
release curve in E.S.S.A. glossary).
Available son. water
The amount of water Con a .-...>] ume, wejyhf, or depth basis) between the
moisture contents of field capacity and permanent wilting percentage.

l

(.}

-

It is commonly measured in the laboratory as the difference between
the moisture contents at -1/3 bar (sometimes -1/10 bar) and -15 bar
moisture potentials.
Infiltration rate
A soil characteristic determining or describing the maximum rate at
which water can enter the soil under specified conditions, including
the presence of an excess of water.
It has the dimensions of velocity
(cm^ cm - ^ sec - * = cm sec"M .
See infiltration velocity.
Infiltration velocity
The actual rate at which water is entering the soil at any given time.
It may be less than the maximum (the infiltration rate) because of a
It has the same
limited supply of water (rainfall or irrigation).
units as the infiltration rate.
Water entry
Is a descriptive term for which no precise definition can be given.
However, for field practice and engineering design there appears to be
a need for some term representing the total amount of water entering
the soil over a period of time.
See cumulative infiltration.
Cumulative infiltration
The integration of the infiltration velocity of a soil for specified
conditions.
It is a measure of the quantity of water entering the
soil, with units of cm cm"'.
It is sometimes referred to as rainfall
acceptance or water increment.
Porosity
The percentage of the total bulk volume of soil not occupied by solids.
Air porosity
The percentage of the bulk volume of soil filled with air at any given
time or condition such as a specified moisture tension.
Macroporosity
The air porosity corresponding to a moisture suction of 0.1 bar of
water.
Normal shrinkage
The stage in drying of a soil where the change in bulk volume of the
soil is equal to the volume of water removed.
Residual shrinkage
The stage in drying of a soil where air entry occurs and the change in
bulk volume of the soil is less than the volume of water removed.
Where this occurs at high water co: tents preceding normal shrinkage it
is termed structural shrinkage.
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CARBONATES IN SOILS
Marl
A natural mixture of clay and soft, unconsolidated calcium carbonate.
It is synonymous with 'a calcareous clay', a term rather preferable to
marl.
(Glossary of Geol. & Related Science, A.G.I., 1962, p.306).
Caliche
A term used principally in North America for hard layers in the soil
profile, which are cemented by secondary carbonates of calcium or
magnesium precipitated from the soil solution.
The same term is
applied, especially in South America, to soil material rich in sodium
nitrate or other salts.
The use by United States soil scientists of
'caliche' is broadly equivalent to the use by Australian soil scientists
of 'travertine', 'kunkar' and. ' calcrete' (q.v.)
In the current USDA
7th Approximation, the term 'petrocalcic horizon' appears to be broadly
equivalent to caliche.
The use of many of the terms has been discussed by Heath (Aust. J. Sci., 1966, 23: 395-396).
Calcrete
A term, first widely used in South Africa, which was originally applied
to limestone debris cemented by secondary calcite.
The Australian
use of the term relates particularly to deposits of secondary calcium
carbonate in the form of nodules (nodular calcrete) or massive sheetsEarlier Australian publications referring to similar material often
used the term 'travertine', but this has been dropped from general use
because it implies a specific mode of origin.
Kunkar (also kankar)
has been used similarly to calcrete.
Calcareous soil
A soil containing calcium carbonate in sufficient concentration to
effervesce visibly when treated with cold hydrochloric acid.
SOIL DESCRIPTION
"A ped is an individual natural soil aggregate consisting of a
cluster of primary particles, and separated from adjoining peds by
surfaces of weakness which are recognizable as natural voids or by the
occurrence of cutans.
(Brewer 1960)"
(Sleeman 1963 - Aust. J. Soil Res. 1: 91-102)
"A fragment is an individual soil aggregate consisting of a
cluster of primary particles produced by the rupture of a soil mass
and bounded by fracture surfaces which are recognized by a lack of
characteristics associated with surfaces of weakness".
"A slickenside is a polished and striated surface that results
from friction along a fault plane".
(A.G.I. - Glossary of Geology and Related Sciences).
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GILGAL

COMPONENTS, AND GI! GAI TYPES

GIJGAI

Gilqai

(noun - s i n g . a p i .

: adj. -

gtlgaied)

Surf -y.-.cj i.iicr o r e l i e l a c s o c t a i e n w i t h s a i l s t h a t h a v e c l a y s u b s o i l s and
c o n s i s t i n g of hurnnvxn • and-'or h o l l o w s , i n some i n s t a n c e s s e p a r a t e d by
a a n l - p l a n a r or s l i g h t l y a n d u i c r i n g s u r f a c e , b u t e x c l u d i n g forms
.»;^K;?.r.t'y r e s u l t ir-e f r om r e p e a t e d f r e e z i n g and t h a w i n g and s o l i f l u c Li. oa a .-a . s ...one p e l v.; oris, or f a u n a ! a c t i v i t y , e . g . t e r m i t e mounds.
'The f i i i c v i r : . ' de t ir: " r • ons a r e proDosed for t e r m s commonly u s e d i n t h e
a e s c r L .at: on a f g i Lan „.
omoonenta of a i l e a i
v

':Our:J - k form t h a t i::. e s s e n t i a l l y c o n v e x upward a l o n g h o r i z o n t a l a x e s
a t r . a h t a r g . e s t o ;-a<h ch:he<- and i s r o u g h l y e q u i ™ d i m e n s i o n a l or
e J i ip'.i Cf 1 i n p l a n ace a t. ::e I-.na a x i s n a t e x c e e d i n g t h r e e t i m e s t h e
t h a t '; a r on van. ...ovaici a., ong t h e s h o r t e r h o r i z o n t a l
lone a m a mo-"a ' han t h r e e t i m e s t h e s h o r t e r .

axis

feo;"ea--- -..,-: i. - a e.rm :-•-ncaae \ n v a r j a l o n g a t . ' e a s e one h o r i z o n t a l
ana ;'- , .;:rr;i; a s a : : •' sen e'e:,-r a s s - et - si:n-Ci.- c u i a r , e l o n g a t e or
waauer :ru •- • i an ana: --et-'en " C - t g n .

axis

L-'aak - a foe
and v. i r h t h e

S ' e l • - a :-.... -e ot l e a : e i a a e <. .nrface e m n e i i n t e r m e d i a t e i n l e v e l
b c awt.s;: rr-.onnds or b ::-. nk a ana d e p r e s s i o n s or forming t h e g e n e r a l l e v e l
' a w:; /.all the- de.Dr as a ...' as .-"a na*: .
eof,"
o i

- a por • j .;•;!; of a mound or bank t h a t h a s a s e l f - m u l c h i n g

aurface

.1 '::JC6 an a a u i. a T c - a '• n

L.i!ra:aior.s

f' est expn.-ssed ;n. ranpei ot aaia.es and. means) ,

\nrtncai interval or a'tpi.i :ade -- the vertical distance between the
hot earn of a depression- and a line joining the nigh points between it
and the nearest, roageiy diametrically opposite, depressions.
Wave length - the horizontal distance between the crest? of two adjacent, mounds ce the bottoms of two adjacent depressions.
Giigai. types or pat", e ins
Normal gilga- - mounds and / oi -sub-circular closed depressions varying
in size and spacing and not showing any recognisable orientation or
symmetry, i.e. randomly distributed.
Crabhoie gile-ai - a nilgai pattern consisting of randomly distributed
small mounds and closed depressions separated by a more or less continuous she!".' at intermediate level.
Meionhole gi-lgai - a nilga... pattern consisting of randomly distributed
large depressions, eitaer roughly saucer-shaped or irregular in

outline and generally much more than 3 metres across, either set in an
undulating shelf level with a few to a small proportion of recognisable distinct small mounds, or closely-spaced and separated by banks
forming a network pattern.
Linear gilgai - a gilgai pattern of long parallel banks and depressions
more or less parallel to the direction of maximum slope.
Lattice gilgai - a pattern of discontinuous banks or elongate mounds
and/or depressions arranged in rows parallel to the direction of
maximum slope.
Tank gilgai - large, linear and roughly parallel-sided closed
depressions - either straight, gently curving or rather irregular in
outline - set parallel to the contour and separated by gently sloping
surfaces or very broad banks to form lattice-like or crescentic
patterns.
SOIL GROUPS - SOLONETZ, ETC.,
The following definitions are based on descriptions given in
Stace et al (1968), which largely conform with the earlier suggested
classification of Hailsworth, Costin and Gibbons (1953).
Solonetz
A great soil group with an abrupt texture boundary between the massive
to weak blocky A and the columnar or prismatic B horizons, neutral to
alkaline surface; soil and strongly alkaline i'pH ^9.0) subsoil, and
sodium and magnesium dominance of the exchangeable cations in the
lower B horizon, which may contain free carbonate.
Solodized - Soionetz
A great soil group characterised by strong texture differentiation
with a very abrupt and often irregular boundary between A and B
horizons, a well-developed bleached A2 horizon, and strong coarse
columnar structure in the B horizon.
The A horizons are acid, the
upper B slightly acid to neutral, and the lower B and BC strongly
alkaline and often moderately saline, and may contain free carbonate.
The exchangeable cations of the B horizons are dominated by sodium
and magne s ium.
Solodic soils
This great soil group is essentially similar to the solodized-solonetz
but the B horizon lacks columnar structure.
Instead a medium to
coarse blocky structure is most common, the peds often being grouped
in a coarse prismatic arrangement.
Occasionally the B horizons are
massive.
The term is also sometimes loosely used in an all-embracing sense to
refer to those soils with the morphology and chemistry of soionetz,
solodized-solonetz, solodic, or soloth soils.
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Soloth (Solod)
A great soil group similar in morphology to the solodized-solonetz or
solodic soils but acid throughout the solum.
Hydrogen, magnesium,
and sodium are the dominant exchangeable cations in the clay subsoils
and soluble salts are generally less or occur at lower levels in the
profile than in the solodized solonetz and solodic soils.
The
boundary between the A and B horizons may also be less abrupt.
Reference
Stace et al (1968) - "A handbook of Australian soils" (Rellim
Technical Publications, Glenside, South Australia).
Hallsworth, E.G., Costin, A.B., and Gibbons, F.R. (1953) - Studies
in pedogenesis in New South Wales.
VI.
On the classification of
soils, showing features of podzol morphology.
J. Soil Sci. 4: 241.
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SUMMARIES Of TALKS
SUMMARY OF THOUGHTS ON TUNNELLING SOILS
(P.E.V. Charrcan to the Queensland Branch)

The problem of sjil tunne]inuj in N.S.W. is manifest mainly in
two !orn:s •- vtz field t inneiling and earthwork tunnelling. The first
oi these is that whica occai s "iiatufcjily", or in undisturbed ground,
and generally takes the form of "pop'holes" associated with underground
tunnels and canities on iov/er hill slopes.
If left unchecked these
^reas eventually cave in and join up, thereby forming a more normal
-juily erosion complex.
It. is thought that this form of tunnelling
r«i / t'av'e b f n osused by man's intervention by clearning trees etc.,
"net 1/ at i.et? iiig the hydroiogic balance and causing increased seepage
" < J
* i ''in lower slopes.
Pockets of excessive infiltration e.g.
' ~.' , . i a U s , stump roles etc. are then thought to cause localized
at i'
*ie:e the subsoil becomes saturated.
Other weaknesses in
>,•.-] a.; low any hydraulic head built up to transmit water under\i
* . r< lowei' onUf-t a':: the surface.
If the subsoil is disperbiOse then a certain amount, of clay material is inevitably lost by
tnis means., and gradually a tunnel develops.
ah:, a t.eoi.y -., r development does not always apply, as cases
,.;ccur vAiere t nmeilimj is evident on virgin land.
However, the
i;a":o;hy of raises obi-.eived are associated with grazing slopes where
3oji•.•.;- ieaJ ing has taken place.

\ t «^ , 11
>
i * .n II lag, which is of far more significi
Jat\)i
'arvice of N.ShW. is that which occurs in
* - iL
. "
' i -t L A
»n
jt qnlly control and banks for erosion control) .
<. (.
i
. f o: ur in dam wails etc. (built of dispert * j <_ ^ ( at
- * & , jitall quantities of clay, and eventually a
>
le e l Jb "• i u '•I st acture which leads to ultimate collapse.
> i -frtitr' .> •»' i "i control, is to ensure maximum compaction of
- Aiii Tiate^ial d ) ' _ " d f . b n u c t i o n (85% of optimum at least) - this
n nimti"" below that, at which clay material will be
<-j i > e s saepa -ff r c
move.,.
a O M ^ t r , l.i j...dutiv.c, under some situations and conditions of
working this ideal is virtually unattainable except at excessive cost.
The most practical pietbod is to build the structure concerned when the
soil as trie wettest that can be worked satisfactoi ily, and this usually
means the provision oi extra water during construction.
t
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Occur re nee

N . S . IV. )

irieid tunnel; m g has been reported from most parts of N.S.W.
although it ts less common on the coast and in the drier
state- in the west.
'the most frequent occurrences are found on the
tablelands and slopes and also in the Riverina.
Charman (J.S.C.S.
K.S.'W. 25 and 26) has discussed aspects of it's occurrence on the
coast.»
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Earthwork tunnelling has also been reported from most parts of
N.S.W. and is of much wider occurrence than field tunnelling and not
necessarily associated with it (particularly applies to coast). However, structures built in areas where field tunnelling is evident are
more likely to be subject to tunnelling failure, and precautions should
be taken if this is the case.
The occurrence of field tunnelling in N.S.W. appears to be of
somewhat similar pattern to that in Victoria (by the literature) and
S.E. Queensland (personal observation).
There would seem to be considerable merit in the work of van
Dijk (pers. comm) who is concerned with the possibility of predicting
the likely occurrence of tunnelling problems by studying their relationship to geomorphic and soil stratigraphic features of the landscape.
It has been noticed in a number of areas in Eastern Australia,
that tunnelling seems to be associated with a particular part of a
valley slope - viz. in the pediment developed by colluviation which
followed a relatively ancient cycle of weathering and deposition (K5
or K 5 ? ) .
In terms of soil layering the pediments concerned are
characterized by the contrast between the colluvial clay which is
poorly structured, often mottled, and more open in texture, and the
underlying basal clay (soil remnant of the original landscape) which
is dense and "puggy".
The soils of this part of the landscape are
frequently those most associated with tunnelling (viz. Solodic - type
soils), and usually occur on topographic elements with a similar
history and soil age.
Clearly if these relationships can be verified in different
regions then a very useful predictive concept can be developed along
these lines.
Soils
The soils most associated with tunnelling are typically duplex
soils which in many cases have solodic or solonetzic features.
Earthwork tunnelling may also be associated with the more dispersible
podzolic soils.
The following groups have been found by Charman to
be subject to field tunnelling:
Solodized solonetz
Solodic soils
Solods

(e.g.
(e.g.
(e.g.

Dy3.43 etc.)
Dy2.2 3 etc.)
Dy3.41 etc.)

The following groups have been found to be associated with
earthwork tunnelling:
The above groups
Dispersible Yellow podzolic soils
"
Grey-brown
"
"

(e.g.
(e.g.

Dy2.21 etc.)
Db2.21 etc.)

Isolated instances of tunnelling in many other soil types has
also been noted, particularly associated with cracking clays in the
sub-surface horizons.
Soils intergrading to solodic or podzolic
types may also be concerned.
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Chemistry
The basic reason for tunnelling in both situations is the ease
with which the subsoil clay is removed or dispersed in water.
This
dispersibility is attributed to a chemical cause, although undoubtedly
some soils show considerable physical dispersibility also (e.g. some
silty soils with little cohesion).
The dispersibility of clay
material is generally blamed on to the presence of sodium on the exchange complex, and this is borne out by the frequent occurence of
tunnelling in sodium-affected soils.
Tests developed for tunnelling
soils, and methods used for overcoming the problem chemically (by
replacing Na+ with Ca++ from lime or gypsum) have also highlighted
the basic role of exchangeable sodium in this problem.
The source
of sodium may be a very complex factor in soil formation, but fundamentally there are only two natural sources - weathering of rocks and
accession from the sea (cyclic salt).
The latter source may be
significant in relation to coastal soils in high rainfall areas.
Ritchie (J.S.C.S. of N.S.W. 19 and 21) and Rosewell (ibid. 26)
have described investigations into tunnelling of earthworks, discussing
both the chemistry of deflocculation and the control of tunnelling
failure by mechanical and chemical means.
The role of sodium is
brought out strongly by both these workers.
However, is is apparent
that many soils with quite low E.S.P. values are subject to both
types of tunnelling (particularly on the coast?) , arid the cation
concentration or SAR of the seepage water may be more important in
these cases.
The role of magnesium in dispersion is not fully understood, and may also be another important factor where exchangeable Na+i s 1ow.
Control
Control methods so far developed centre on the control of
seepage and the ameloriation of soil clay by replacement of Na+ by Ca++.
In field tunneling, localized infiltration seems to be important,
and any measures which reduce this factor by levelling, contouring or
encouraging growth of improved grass species should have a beneficial
effect.
Deep ripping is essential to break up sub-surface tunnels in
badly-affected areas, and incorporation of lime or gypsum is probably
desirable, also.
In earthworks, compaction is most important, (e.g. in dam walls),
and incorporation of gypsum or lime (hydrated) at h% in the final
stages of wall construction is particularly advisable in dispersible
soils.
In banks, it is important to avoid the pondage of water in
isolated low spots, by the application of a slight grade to the bank
for drainage purposes.
SOIL MOISTURE MEASUREMENT USING A
NUCLEAR .MAGNETIC RESONANCE TECHNIQUE
(R.E.

Prebble, to the Queensland Branch)

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a quick and non-destructive
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method for ifteasuring the moisture content of porous materials.
The
principle of NMR is based on the resonance of hydrogen nuclei when
they are placed in a radio-frequency magnetic field at right angles
to a strong uniform magnetic field.
The resonance of the nuclei
results in a net absorption of energy which is proportional to the
number of hydrogen nuclei present so that if the hydrogen occurs as
water, the absorption signal gives a measure of the moisture content.
The method is satisfactory for materials with very fine pores
but is was found that the water in large soil pores did not give a
normal NMR signal and it was not possible to obtain satisfactory
calibration curves for soils.
ROOT PENETRATION OF SMEARED SOIL SURFACES
(R.E.

Prebble to the Queensland Branch)

Direct drilling of cereals into clay soils has given poor
establishment.
The direct drilling technique consists of killing the
living vegetation with paraquat and then planting seeds directly into
the uncultivated soil.
In clay soils the slot cut into the soil by
the implement produces an open V-shaped channel with smeared sider
into which the seed is dropped.
In the laboratory, tests were carried out on winter wheat seeds
planted on compressed soil as well as compressed soil with a smeared
surface.
Samples were drained to 4 different matrie suctions and the
number of roots penetrating the surfaces were counted.
Penetration
of the smeared surfaces by roots was considerably less than for unsmeared soil suggesting that the presence of the smeared surface could
be one reason for poor establishment.
SOME IMPRESSIONS OF THE AGRICULTURE
AND SOILS OF THAILAND
(C.J. Asher, to the Queensland Branch)
The talk was based on observations made during a one-year
assignment as SEATO Professor in the Soils Department at Kasetsart
University in Thailand.
Thailand lies in South East Asia between latitudes 5 and 21 N
so that it lies in a latitude similar to that of northern Australia.
Similarities in both climate and crops are evident with rice, sugar
cane, bananas, cotton, maize, sorghum, soybeans, peanuts and tobacco
being produced in significant quantities.
Rubber, cassava and kenaf
which are important in Thailand are not grown commerically in northern
Australia but no doubt could become important if economic factors were
favourable.
Thailand, like Australia is heavily dependent on agricultural
and mineral exports for foreign exchange, and like Australia has large
areas of poor, minerally deficient land still awaiting agricultural
development.
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Over much of Thailand the soils are derived from sediments
which have been eroded to form a series of terraces.
In general, the
soils of the alluvial plains and lower terraces (mostly alluvial clays
and low-humic gleys) are more fertile than those of the middle and
upper terraces (mostly podsolics), although this is not always so.
In some parts of Thailand increasing population pressure on the
limited areas of paddy land is forcing farmers to make increased use
of the poorer soils of the middle and upper terraces.
Australian
agricultural scientists are making important contributions in this
area through their participation in a Thai-Australian land development
project in northern Thailand.
Following recent difficulties in marketing the rice crop,
associated with the increased use of new high yielding rice varieties
throughout S.E. Asia, considerable emphasis is being placed on crop
diversification.
Here too, Australian scientists are making substantial contributions in the Chao Phya Research Project, a joint
Thai-Australian project at Chairat on the central plain.
Although much of the soil fertility research in Thailand has
been concerned with N P K fertilizer trials, there is growing evidence
that deficiencies of sulphur, zinc and other essential elements are
widespread.
Little use has been made of pot tests in attempts to
diagnose nutritional problems.

SOIL PHYSICS RESEARCH IN CENTRAL AFRICA

(S.T. W i l l a t t t o the V i c t o r i a

Branch)

Soil physics research in Central Africa covers a wide but
practical approach to problems associated with plant water use,
hydrology, soil temperature and soil structure.
The work being done
in plant water use and hydrology was discussed.
In plant water use studies, both annual and perennial crops
were studied using standard techniques for moisture sampling (gravimetric and neutron moisture meter).
For annual crops under irrigation the rate of water use increased to a maximum; this was
illustrated with results for maize where the maximum use is at
flowering.
With perennial crops such as tea without irrigation it was
found that the rate of water use decreased as the soil dried out.
This was contrary to the generally accepted view which was that the
rate remained constant and approximately equal to E Q (where E Q is equal
to pan evaporation) during the dry season.
It was also worked out
that if the rate of water use remained constant sufficient water was
available within the root zone to allow this amount of water to be
used during the dry season.
However if water was used at this rate
rainfall would not be adequate to resaturate the profile during the
normal rainy season.
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When the tea crop is irrigated plant water use remained high
and reasonably constant at 0.9 E C ) where E 0 is pan evaporation.
The main effort in hydrology in the years under review (19631969) was in the upper catchment area of one of the major rivers in
Zambia.
The study involved using small representative catchments of
tributaries.
The catchments at this time were in the virgin state
and all the components of the water balance equation were measured.
The results showed that three of the four catchments studied had the
same rainfall-run-off characteristics.
In 1970 the programme for
changing these virgin catchments to some form of agriculture was to
be discussed.

NITROGEN IN CALCAREOUS SOILS
(J.R. Harris to the South Australian Branch)
A large proportion of the soils used for agriculture in South
Australia are calcareous.
Relatively little scientific effort has
been directed towards studies of plant nutrition in the calcareous
soils of low fertility.
The extrapolation of information derived
from studies of podsolized sands is often astray when tested for its
application to conditions in calcareous sands.
One situation in
which the contrast is very marked is the nitrogen status.
Calcareous sands generally contain much more soil organic
matter in the surface layers than do acid soils.
Their water relations
often fluctuate between extremes of being too wet to being too dry.
This has important influences upon microbiological processes.
When moisture is available, the organic matter status allows
decomposition to proceed with resultant ammonification.
Conditions
for nitrification are frequently optimal, and appreciable nitratenitrogen levels may be found.
If: the soil becomes too wet for aerobic
decomposition to contiiiue, the process becomes facultatively anaerobic,
with nitrate becominq the hydrogen acceptor.
This condition can
occur with the first, heavy rain early in the season.
The result is
the rapid depletion of nitrate by denitrification by the large populations of bacteria of the genera Pseudomones and Bacillis which
commonly occur in local calcareous soils.
The effect on plant growth is, that severe nitrogen starvation
is often a prime limiting factor.
Fertilizer applications are
effective on calcareous sands only when a threshold level of about 40
Ib/ac is exceeded.
Similar responses have been found for both
gramineous and leguminous species.
Calcareous soils have low available phosphorus status and low
They are well known for the examples
available trace element status .
they provide of acute copper and acute manganese deficiency.
The
soil conditions which render these trace elements unavailable apply
equally to other trace metals.
Many calcareous sands have been shown
to cause symptoms in plants of multiple trace metal deficiencies.
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The availability of trace metals is markedly affected by the
nitrogen supply to the plant.
In both field and pot experiments it
has been shown that a supplement of nitrogeneous fertilizer enables
the plant to obtain adequate trace metal uptake, when without added
nitrogen, acute deficiency symptons can be found. It was more useful
to supply trace elements in soluble inorganic forms from which they
might be fixed rapidly than it was to supply them from slow-release
organic chelates which would minimise fixation, provided that adequate
fertiliser nitrogen was supplied.
The nutritional situation in calcareous soils is that nitrogen
appears to have a dominant role affecting many aspects of nutrient
uptake by plants. The microbiology of these soils causes the nitrogen
status to fluctuate between the extremes of a feast and a famine.
DYNAMICS OF SOIL NITROGEN

(R.C. S t e f a n s o n

t o the South A u s t r a l i a n

Branch)

The soil nitrogen cycle consists of many mechanisms, some
physical (e.g. diffusion of inorganic nitrogen in the soil solution),
some themical NH4 + fixation) and some biological (e.g. nitrification).
Two major factors complicate the measurement of the rate of each of
these mechanisms.
Firstly, reproducibility of the methods used to
measure the physical, chemical and biological parameters is poor,
partly due to the available experimental techniques and partly to the
inherent variability in soils.
Secondly, no mechanism of the
nitrogen cycle in soils is independent of changes in physical, chemical
and biological soil conditions.
Thus, each process in this cycle is
affected by some common and some unique factors.
Introduction of the plant into the soil system further increases
the complexity of N-trans formations in soils.
The plant root system
may compete for oxygen and inorganic nitrogen with the soil microbial
population, while at the same time supplying substrate to the
rhizosphere population.
Comparisons of grazed and harvested pastures
receiving heavy applications of fertilizer-N have, shown that the
grazing animal acts as a catalyst in the nitrogen cycle, that is, the
rate of transformations is increased.
Soil organic nitrogen, NH4-N, NO2-N and NO3-N were discussed
individually with reference to the potential assimilatory and dissimilatory pathways in the soil-plant system.
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